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The Elden Ring is an action RPG set in a fantasy world full of
adventure. As you rise, you must follow the power of grace in
order to defeat the monsters and save the Lands Between. The
player can build a character and raise its skills while
adventuring in a vast fantasy world with a unique set of
mechanics. The player can freely obtain different equipment
with randomized stats and combine them to build its own
character as desired. 【Main Features】 > A Vast World Full of
Excitement > A game world full of danger and adventure > An
open world that seamlessly connects to other maps and
dungeons > A unique set of mechanics that can be freely
customized > A number of different battle situations and
enemies > A number of items to combine different equipment
in order to develop your character > A multilayered story that
is told in parts > An exclusive asynchronous online play
【Story】 The Lands Between is a vast expanse in which the
memories of untold generations of people are woven into a
single history. It’s a world where lies mingle with truth and
imagination and dreams with reality. It’s a world that hasn’t
existed for a very long time and the hopes and dreams of
many people have become a reality in the Lands Between. As
a result, a new conflict is coming to pass. The law of civilization
is crumbling and it’s time to take a stand against the
tyrannical rulers of the outside world. The Lands Between is
your battlefield where you can fully realize your feelings and
desires. You are the hero who stands against the inhumane
laws and the monsters that have risen. 【Online】 As you
explore the lands of the Lands Between, you’ll encounter other
players in the online world that loosely connects you to them.
You’ll also encounter other characters and be able to talk with
them while you’re offline. ABOUT THE DEVELOPER: Fantasy
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Flight Games PRESS CONTACT Patrick Thompson
+1(760)601-7231 media@ffgamedev.com ' Around the Sun
"Rockin' Around the Sun" is a song written by Bob Gaudio, and
first recorded in 1953 as "Rockin' Around the Country", by
Brenda Lee. The song was a hit for The Ronettes, released by

Features Key:
An Epic Story, Triggering Emotions in the Players
Easily creating Characters
Local Multiplayer
Laying out a Huge Sprawling World
Three Unique Environments: Depths, First City and the Lands Between

Video:

Tarnished Online – Elden Ring Beta ver. Trailer Pt.1

Pricing:

$19.99 USD – $29.99 CAD

Mage Table Events - Mages Table events will be held in Mage Table Kesshir.

1867/01/14-1867/02/14 / 1867/01/06-1867/02/14: Lords, Lords' wives, and vassals wishing to check
their commands
1867/04/07-1867/04/12/1867/04/07-1867/04/14: Lords, Lords' wives, and vassals wishing to buy
records of the Black Blood Promise.

System Requirements:

PC: OS Windows 98/ME/2000/XP
RAM: 512MB or more
SCREEN: 1280×800 or higher 

Out now on Steam, GOG, itch.io and Humble! Get it today!
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